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Careers

Our Team

To our associates we offer the full support and trust of the partners who are all dedicated to the future of the firm. If you want to thrive in an environment that’s truly vibrant and rewards your intelligence, your dedication, and your enthusiasm for your work, this is a great place to be. You will be trusted here to do great work and to get experiences that will take you very far.  
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Careers

Our Vision

Our vision is to do what we do exceptionally well, to be of a size where we can really know one another and build relationships with people, and to give our attorneys the opportunity to learn and grow at a rate that is unmatched in the industry.  
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Careers

Our Location in New York

Our commitment to the Financial District in New York City is heartfelt – we’ve celebrated over 100 years of success here. FiDi is a dynamic and transit-centric neighborhood with a diversity of businesses, restaurants, culture, shopping, and residential living unavailable elsewhere.  
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Careers

Our Culture

The free market system allows our associates to pursue the work that interests them most and gives them a real say in their development and career trajectory. It also holds all of us accountable as mentors and teachers. It’s an inclusive culture and a system that really depends on – and celebrates – diversity and teamwork. 
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Careers

Our Values

At Cahill, our values demonstrate our care for really important things. Initiative – trusting you with responsibilities as you are ready for them. Creativity & Intellect – giving you the opportunity to make meaningful contributions to the work of the firm. Personal Growth – giving you the feedback you deserve to continue to move forward. Diversity – everywhere, from hiring to promotions. 
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Who We Are

 Cahill is trusted by market-leading financial institutions, companies and their boards to manage significant financing and corporate transactions, litigation and regulatory matters. Our Capital Markets and Banking & Finance practices are among the top-ranked in the world, consistently leading legal adviser league tables. In our litigation practice, we manage large-scale securities, insurance, antitrust, professional liability, white collar and corporate governance matters, among others, that are often international in scope.
 
Our Practices
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Associate Life

 Cahill has a remarkable client base across practices, and associates at all levels are offered opportunities to participate in advising those clients on cutting-edge matters. Our associates find that Cahill stands apart due to the uncommon degree of respect for individuality that permeates our culture.
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Compensation & Benefits
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Summer Program

 Each year, we seek to recruit a diverse summer class comprised of thoughtful, enthusiastic second-year law students from law schools across the United States, with strong communication and interpersonal skills. Our summer program is designed to provide a realistic and rewarding experience reflecting life as a first year associate at the firm.
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Experienced Attorneys

 Cahill's reputation and visibility in major market transactions and headline-generating disputes enhances the professional reputation of every Cahill lawyer. Our associates are some of the most sought after talent in the legal community. 
 
Overview
How to Apply
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How to Apply

 We look forward to hearing from interested applicants.
 How to Apply
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Our Culture

 At Cahill, our culture of professionalism, mutual respect and appreciation for each other's individuality fosters a welcoming and rewarding environment where people work together in the way that best suits our clients’ needs and promotes career satisfaction in our attorneys.
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Colleen Tracy James, Meghan McDermott and Beth Yahl Shortlisted for the Americas Women in Business Law Awards 2024
04.09.2024





Cahill Recognized as a Top Firm by Media Law International
04.08.2024





Javier Ortiz Named Among SFNet’s 40 Under 40 Awards for 2024
04.05.2024










Latest News
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Brock Bosson Moderates “For the World’s Profit: How Business Can Support Sustainable Development” Featuring The Brookings Institution
04.04.2024





Cahill Sponsors The Door’s Joining in Justice Reception
04.04.2024





Cahill Partner Sam Enzer Extensively Featured in Media on Sam Bankman-Fried Sentencing
04.02.2024
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Stay in the loop with Cahill publications featuring Cahill Memoranda, firm news, events, and more.
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